Sparrow opens new FastCare clinic at DeWitt Meijer store

The Sparrow FastCare clinic at the DeWitt Meijer opened recently, offering area residents a revolutionary new concept in fast, convenient access to high quality healthcare.

Memory Care and Aging Sessions held

Sparrow’s FREE six-week seminar series, Memory Care and Aging, addresses a prevalent health concern in our senior population.

Sparrow Clinton Hospital CEO named to national list of top critical access leaders

Sparrow Clinton Hospital President and CEO Ed Bruun has been named as one of the 50 Critical Access Hospital CEOs to Know in a new national publication.

Sparrow stroke team research published in respected American Heart Association journal

Research involving the Sparrow stroke team has been published in a prestigious national medical journal.
Future DOcs receive Sparrow scrubs
Sparrow is proud to have collaborated with the MSU College of Osteopathic Medicine and the Lansing School District to train budding healthcare workers in this year's Future DOcs program.

Former Sparrow Miracle Child training to become nationally ranked athlete
Justin Caine’s relationship with Sparrow began dramatically in September 1993 and led to him being a Miracle Child, a successful businessman, and Sparrow volunteer.

Sparrow Chief Medical Information Officer heads board of leading North American healthcare IT group
Sparrow’s Chief Medical Information Officer has begun a one-year term as board chair of the leading North American organization focused on improving healthcare through IT.

Sparrow/MSU research study seeks to aid those suffering from sleep apnea
A better night’s sleep for those suffering from obstructive sleep apnea - and more Zzzz’s for their families - is one of the goals of a new study funded by The Center for Innovation and Research, a formal partnership between Sparrow and Michigan State University.

Sparrow awarded state grant to enhance birthing services
Sparrow has received a $10,000 grant from the Michigan Spartan Marching Band for Kids Concert
Sunday, Sept. 25 | 3-6 p.m.
Gates open at 2 p.m.
Tim and Cathy Staudt’s home
Join us for an intimate backyard concert to benefit the Sparrow Children’s Center and the MSU Marching Band. Tickets are $75 per person, $1,000 for a reserved table of eight.
Purchase online at SparrowFoundation.org/SpartanBandConcert or call 517.364.3620.

People News

DAISY Award
A fellow Caregiver saw the impact that Jennifer Ludwig has as a Nurse in Sparrow’s Cardiac Care Unit when her own grandfather was a Patient in the Unit.

Sparrow awarded state grant to enhance birthing services
Sparrow has received a $10,000 grant from the Michigan
Department of Health and Human Services to enhance critical birthing services and work toward reducing infant mortality.

Delta Township paramedic wins top recognition from Sparrow Emergency Department peers
Sparrow Caregiver Jay Jordan Green's calm demeanor and affable personality have earned the Delta Township paramedic recognition as a standout individual responder by Sparrow's Emergency Department.

High schools team up to benefit Patients at Sparrow Carson Hospital
The on-court skills of high school basketball players from Carson City-Crystal and Fulton have helped Sparrow Carson Hospital buy an extraordinary new device that illuminate Patients’ veins and make it easier to draw blood.

Sparrow's Stella Cash wins Zonta Club's Woman of Achievement Award
Sparrow Vice President Stella Cash has been awarded the East Lansing Zonta Club's prestigious Woman of Achievement award.

Caregiver Spotlight
Sparrow Patient Care Technician Barry Marcus always puts Patients first. That's one reason he's being recognized in this month's Caregiver Spotlight.

Got a story you'd like to share? E-mail your news tip to us at SparrowNews@Sparrow.org and we may include it in future editions.